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Dragon Kingdom War takes place in a fantasy world, where mythology and legends are more real than ever. It combines addictive game play
from turn-based strategy and role-playing with card battle and gems matching. The game features 7 unique chapters with 378 challenging levels

and 7 Legendary Heroes. This game received an award for Excellence in Game Design at the Game Developers Conference in San Francisco
2011 and was also listed as Editor's Choice on the Apple App Store. Game Features: - 7 Chapters and 378 challenging levels - 841 heroes with
unique abilities - 378 Levels - 5 categories of heroes divided by uniqueness and power levels: average, superior, rare, epic and legendary. - 5
types of elements: earth, water, light, darkness and fire - 71 unique Hero Spells/ Abilities/ Special Powers - ability to befriend fellow gamers -
ability to pair with other gamers to form cooperative units - multiplayer ally system for extra help/boost - diamonds as ultimate resource In

conclusion, play Dragon Kingdom War for free today and add a magical element in your everyday life. Prices are subject to change without prior
notice, some may be also older then the current one. Visit us at: Visit us at: Like us at: Follow us at: Check us out at: Check out some of our older

Game Releases: puzzle game: mobile game: Text by me, Louis-Philippe Torres ( Video by Nouman Ali Khan ( Tapp Game Art by Jean-Gabriel
Casille and Guillaume Durand. A creative team of 8 artists has come together to create a truly phenomenal saga: Legendary Heroes. Join this

amazing adventure and meet mythical Heroes from Greek, Egyptian, Japanese, Indian, Chinese Mythology. This game

Dragon Kingdom War Features Key:
Classic card game, a man and a dragon fight, win the Dragon King Throne

Unique designed game interface, not the same take game experience.
Easy to run, support Android 2.3 to 6.0 and Xiaomi, Samsung, Huawei, HTC and other devices

Download and play to the bottom
Commendable and highly compatible.

To get the latest version follow the instruction.

Permissions:
android.permission.INTERNET
android.permission.CHANGE_WIFI_STATE
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE
android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE
android.permission.WAKE_LOCK
android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE
com.huoxingtaoliver.DragonKingdomWarAPP.permission.C2D_MESSAGE

New era, please upgrade your system. And the game data is saved in sdcard. 
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